the same mathematical form, regardless of the nature and number of fluid components and phases. MUL- Since its beginnings in the early 1980s, the developof TOUGH2 and then present the physical and mathement of TOUGH2 was driven by a desire to model matical model implemented in the code. Special emphaspecific types of flow systems. The early development sis is given to the IFD method used for space discretizawas focused on geothermal reservoir dynamics. Among tion and to general issues of code architecture and the important issues for geothermal reservoir modeling maintenance. The paper concludes with some comments are the nonisothermal nature of flow, the importance on current and future code developments.
represented one of the chief application areas of the code at the time. A more comprehensive subset of MULKOM modules was later released under the name T OUGH2 is a numerical simulation program for TOUGH2 (Pruess, 1991a ) through the Energy Science nonisothermal flows of multiphase, multicomponent and Technology Software Center (ESTSC; http://www. fluids in permeable (porous or fractured) media (Pruess, osti.gov/estsc/) of the USDOE and was more recently 1991a; Pruess et al., 1999) . Developed primarily for apupdated to TOUGH2 version 2.0 (Pruess et al., 1999) . plications to geothermal reservoir engineering, nuclear T2VOC (Falta et al., 1995) and TMVOC (Pruess and waste disposal, environmental remediation problems, and Battistelli, 2002) represent offshoots of TOUGH2 that vadose zone hydrology, TOUGH2 and related codes (Taare focused on environmental contamination problems ble 1) are currently in use in approximately 300 installawith non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPLs). Other related tions in more than 30 countries. This article gives a brief codes include iTOUGH2, which provides capabilities for summary of the scope, design, and methods used in inverse modeling, optimization, and sensitivity and uncer-TOUGH2. It serves as an introduction to this special tainty analysis (Finsterle, 1999) ; TOUGHREACT, which section of Vadose Zone Journal, which features excouples TOUGH2 with a general chemical speciation panded versions of selected papers focusing on the vadose and reaction progress package (Xu and Pruess, 2001b) ; zone that were originally presented at the TOUGH Symand TOUGH-FLAC, which couples TOUGH2 with the posium 2003 (Finsterle et al., 2003 ; also available online commercial rock mechanics code FLAC3D (Rutqvist at http://esd.lbl.gov/TOUGHsymposium/). and Tsang, 2002). We begin with some brief remarks about the history Since its beginnings in the early 1980s, the developof TOUGH2 and then present the physical and mathement of TOUGH2 was driven by a desire to model matical model implemented in the code. Special emphaspecific types of flow systems. The early development sis is given to the IFD method used for space discretizawas focused on geothermal reservoir dynamics. Among tion and to general issues of code architecture and the important issues for geothermal reservoir modeling maintenance. The paper concludes with some comments are the nonisothermal nature of flow, the importance on current and future code developments.
of phase change (boiling and condensation), and the highly nonlinear nature of two-phase (water-steam)
HISTORICAL REMARKS
flow. The first functional version of MULKOM was a single-porosity simulator that solved a mass balance for The ancestor of the current TOUGH codes is a simuwater and an energy balance-noncondensible gases lation program known as MULKOM, which was devel-(NCGs) or dissolved solids were not included. In geooped at LBNL in the early 1980s (Table 1 ). The architecthermal reservoir problems the coupling between the ture and methodology of MULKOM was based on the mass and energy balance equations can be very strong, recognition that the governing equations for nonisotherseverely limiting the time step for which a sequential mal flows of multicomponent, multiphase fluids have iteration procedure will converge. For example, for a problem of cold water injection into a vapor-dominated tial solution of mass and energy balance equations thermal reservoir dynamics Narasimhan, 1982, 1985; Pruess, 1985; O'Sullivan et al., 1985 ; Pruess would converge only for time steps of up to a few hours (Pruess et al., 1983) . Accordingly, it was decided to et al., 1987) . Geothermal applications remain a prominent area for TOUGH2 (O'Sullivan et al., 2001 ) and implement a fully simultaneous solution of mass and energy balances and to use fully implicit time stepping are covered in a special issue of the journal Geothermics, to be published in 2004. Another application area that to overcome impractical time step limitations. Phase change and two-phase flow introduce strong nonlinearitmade a large impact on the direction of code development was in geologic disposal of heat-generating nuclear ies, requiring an iterative solution by means of Newtonian iteration. The Jacobian matrices arising in geothermal wastes. The fluid flow and heat transfer processes in geologic disposal of nuclear wastes have many similarireservoir problems tend to be nondiagonally dominant and ill-conditioned. The coupling to the energy equation ties to processes in geothermal reservoirs. From a broad perspective, the main differences between the proposed introduces very large off-diagonal elements. This ruled out the iterative matrix methods available at the time, repository at Yucca Mountain and a vapor-dominated geothermal reservoir, such as The Geysers, California, and a direct solution procedure was implemented, using a sparse version of Gaussian elimination (Duff, 1977) .
is in the thermodynamic regime. In a Yucca Mountain repository, pressures would remain near ambient while Subsequent progress with preconditioned conjugate gradient techniques changed the situation, and the curat The Geysers original (pre-exploitation) reservoir pressures are near 3.5 MPa. In addition, air is a major rent version of TOUGH2 includes iterative solvers that can handle severely ill-conditioned problems (Moridis fluid component at Yucca Mountain while at The Geysers it is present only in trace quantities. The issues to and Pruess, 1998) .
Geofluids typically include NCGs and dissolved solbe addressed for Yucca Mountain focused attention on the ambient groundwater regime, prompting developids, primarily CO 2 and NaCl. The needs of geothermal reservoir modeling naturally led to the development of ment of fluid property modules that included air as a component, as well as a module that implements a fluid property modules for fluid mixtures, with the main focus on CO 2 (O'Sullivan et al., 1985) . Furthermore, Richards' equation approximation (passive gas phase; Richards, 1931) for unsaturated flow. Analysis of thermost geothermal reservoirs are fracture-dominated and cannot be adequately described with single-porosity apmohydrologic conditions near individual waste packages in the nuclear waste disposal problem required proaches. As will be discussed in more detail below, the IFD technique used for space discretization in the resolution of much smaller spatial scales than would normally be addressed in geothermal reservoir studies MULKOM and TOUGH codes offers a great deal of flexibility in the geometric description of flow systems. (Pruess et al., 1990; Pruess, 1997) . This in turn placed more emphasis on special effects such as formation dryIt turned out to be possible to implement double-and multiple-porosity techniques for fractured media simply out from heating, along with strong vapor pressure lowering effects that arise on the path toward dry-out. by preprocessing geometric data, without any coding changes whatsoever (Pruess and Narasimhan, 1982, Our involvement in international cooperation projects sustained an interest in nuclear waste disposal in the 1985).
During the 1980s, MULKOM and TOUGH were apsaturated zone. Issues of corrosive gas generation prompted the development of a fluid property module plied extensively to geothermal reservoir studies, including natural state modeling (Bodvarsson et al., 1984b) , for mixtures of water and hydrogen. Other issues addressed within a nuclear waste disposal context included design and analysis of well tests (Bodvarsson et al., 1984a) , production and injection problems in producing brines of variable salinity (Oldenburg and Pruess, 1995) , parent-daughter radionuclide chains (Oldenburg and geothermal fields (Pruess and Bodvarsson, 1984; Bodvarsson et al., 1987) , and fundamental studies of geo- , and solute tracers that may volatilize into a gas phase. A capability for Fickian hydrodynamic diswater-air-salt (NaCl; Table 2 ) includes solid salt as an active phase (Battistelli et al., 1997) . persion in two-dimensional regular grids was also developed (Oldenburg and Pruess, 1993) .
Advective mass flux is a sum over phases: Another important impetus for developing new simula-F
[3] tion capabilities came from environmental contamination problems, especially those that involve volatile organic and individual phase fluxes are given by a multiphase chemicals (VOCs), such as solvents and hydrocarbon version of Darcy's Law: fuels. This led to the development of capabilities for three-phase flow of water, air, and a NAPL (Falta et , 1995) . Recent advancements in this area include multicomponent NAPLs and multicomponent mixtures Here u ␤ is the Darcy velocity (volume flux) in phase ␤, of noncondensible gases (Pruess and Battistelli, 2002) .
k is absolute permeability, k r␤ is relative permeability Beginning in the mid 1990s, efforts were made to to phase ␤, ␤ is viscosity, and develop capabilities for reactive chemical transport. This was initially motivated by problems in mining engi-P ␤ ϭ P ϩ P c␤ [5] neering, such as the enrichment of copper protore duris the fluid pressure in phase ␤, which is the sum of the ing weathering processes (Xu et al., 2000) , and later pressure P of a reference phase (usually taken to be focused on chemical issues in geothermal systems (Xu the gas phase), and the capillary pressure P c␤ (Յ0). g and Pruess, 2001a) , and in geologic disposal of greenis the vector of gravitational acceleration. TOUGH2 house gases . version 2.0 also considers diffusive fluxes in all phases The concepts originally developed for the MULKOM and includes coupling between diffusion and phase parcode in the early 1980s have proven sufficiently flexible titioning that can be very important for volatile solutes to accommodate all these enhancements and extensions, in multiphase conditions (Pruess, 2002) . Diffusive flux and development of new fluid property modules and of component in phase ␤ is given by new physical and chemical process capabilities continues. f
where 0 ␤ is the tortuosity, which includes a porous medium dependent factor 0 and a coefficient that de-
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
pends on phase saturation S ␤ , ␤ ϭ ␤ (S ␤ ), and d ␤ is the The basic mass conservation equations governing the diffusion coefficient of component in bulk fluid phase flow of multiphase, multicomponent fluids in permeable ␤. Special TOUGH2 versions that include a convenmedia can be written in the following form:
tional Fickian model for hydrodynamic dispersion have also been developed Pruess, 1993, 1995 . Multiphase flows often involve strong heat transfer effects, requiring consideration of an energy balance The integration is over an arbitrary subdomain V n of along with mass balances. Equations similar to the forethe flow system under study, which is bounded by the going can be formulated for energy conservation and are closed surface ⌫ n . The quantity M appearing in the accugiven in the TOUGH2 user's guide (Pruess et al., 1999) . mulation term (left-hand side) represents mass per volBy applying Gauss' divergence theorem, Eq.
[1] can ume, with ϭ 1,..., NK labeling the components (i.e., be converted into the following partial differential equawater, air, CO 2 , other NCGs, solutes, volatile organic tion (PDE): chemicals). F denotes mass flux (see below), and q denotes sinks and sources. n is a normal vector on surface ‫ץ‬M ‫ץ‬t ϭ ϪdivF ϩ q
[7] element d⌫ n , pointing inward into V n . Equation [1] expresses the fact that the rate of change of fluid mass in which is the form commonly used as the starting point V n is equal to the net inflow across the surface of V n , for deriving finite difference or finite element discretizaplus net gain from fluid sources. tion approaches. Of special interest is a simplified verThe general form of the accumulation term is sion of Eq. [7] for an approximate description of water M
seepage in the unsaturated zone. Using Eq.
[2] and [4] in Eq.
[7], neglecting phase change effects, and assuming that the gas phase acts as a "passive bystander" with In Eq. [2], the total mass of component is obtained negligible gas pressure gradients, the following equation by summing over the fluid phases ␤ (i.e., liquid, gas, for liquid phase flow is obtained: NAPL). φ is porosity, S ␤ is the saturation of phase ␤ (i.e., the fraction of pore volume occupied by phase ␤), ‫ץ‬ ‫ץ‬t for an efficient calculation of multiphase flow. This treatment of flux terms is known as "fully implicit" where ϭ φS l is specific volumetric moisture content, because the fluxes are expressed in terms of the un-K ϭ kk rl l g/ 1 is effective hydraulic conductivity, and known thermodynamic parameters at time level t kϩl , so h ϭ z ϩ P 1 / l g is the hydraulic head. Equation [9] is that these unknowns are only implicitly defined in the far easier to solve numerically than a full multiphase resulting equations (e.g., Peaceman, 1977) . The time treatment. Because of its simplicity and importance for discretization results in the following set of coupled modeling saturated-unsaturated flows, a special fluid nonlinear, algebraic equations: property module has been developed for TOUGH2 that R ,kϩ1
SETTING UP AND SOLVING DISCRETIZED EQUATIONS
where we have introduced residuals R ,kϩ1 
The unknowns are the NEL ϫ NEQ independent primary variables {x i ; i ϭ 1,..., NEL ϫ NEQ} that comHere we have written the surface integral as a sum of pletely define the thermodynamic state of the flow sysintegrals over surface segments A nm between volume tem at time level t kϩ1 . elements (or grid blocks) V n and V m , with F nm the average To apply Eq.
[14] to a specific flow system, it is necesflux over a surface segment. The discretized flux corresary to express all parameters appearing in these equations sponding to the basic Darcy flux term, Eq. [4], is exas functions of the primary thermodynamic variables. This pressed in terms of parameters for volume elements V n involves (i) PVT relations for fluid properties, and (ii) and V m as follows:
constitutive relations for the interaction between fluids and the permeable medium. Different equation of state (EOS) formulations have been developed for different
fluid mixtures. Table 2 lists the fluid property modules that are presently included in TOUGH2 version 2.0. where the subscripts "nm" denote a suitable averaging Additional modules have been developed and may be at the interface between grid blocks n and m (interpolation, harmonic weighting, upstream weighting). D nm ϭ D n ϩ D m is the distance between the nodal points n and m, and g nm is the component of gravitational acceleration in the direction from m to n. The basic geometric parameters used in space discretization are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Substituting Eq.
[10] and [11] into Eq.
[1], we obtain a set of first-order ordinary differential equations in time.
Time is discretized as a first-order finite difference, and the flux and sink and source terms on the right-hand . We (IFC, 1967) . A library of user-selectable relative permeability and capillary pressure formulations is available note that some numerical simulation codes monitor the maximum changes in primary variables from one Newin the code.
The nature of the primary thermodynamic variables tonian iteration to the next and diagnose convergence based on these maximum changes being "sufficiently" depends on the phase state of the fluid system. For single-phase, single-component water, natural primary small. Such a procedure is hazardous in that changes in primary variables may be small not necessarily because variables are pressure P and temperature T. In twophase conditions, however, P and T are no longer indethe governing equations are satisfied within small errors, but because convergence rates are poor. The residualpendent, because P is equal to the saturated vapor pressure, P ϭ P sat (T). Two-phase water-steam mixtures may based criterion used in the TOUGH codes avoids such "false convergence." be described with (P, S) as primary variables, where S is vapor saturation. In the TOUGH codes we employ "variable switching" to treat phase transitions. For a
INTEGRAL FINITE DIFFERENCES
single-component water system, if a grid block is in single-phase liquid conditions, we monitor fluid pres-
The approach used in the TOUGH codes of directly sure P and compare it with the saturated vapor pressure.
discretizing the integrals, without going through PDEs, If P Ն P sat single-phase liquid conditions are maintained, is termed integral finite differences (IFD). The practical whereas when P Ͻ P sat we make a transition to twoapplication of this technique to problems of fluid flow phase conditions, switching primary variables to (P, S), and heat transfer was pioneered by Edwards (1972) and and initializing S with a small non-zero number, S ϭ had been referred to as "integrated finite differences" 10
Ϫ6
. In a two-component water-air system as in the in the earlier literature (Narasimhan and Witherspoon, unsaturated zone, another primary variable is needed 1976). Use of the term integrated implies that one starts in addition to (P, T). In single-phase liquid conditions from PDEs, which are integrated before discretization. the additional primary variable may be chosen as air However, from a physics viewpoint we consider the mass fraction X. To test for the possibility that a gas integral statement Eq.
[1] to be the more fundamental phase may evolve we compute the "bubble pressure" mass conservation equation, with Eq.
[7] a derived form, P bub ϭ P sat ϩ P air and compare it with total fluid pressure so that "integral" rather than "integrated" finite differ-P. When P bub Ͼ P a gas phase will evolve, and primary ences seems a more appropriate descriptive term. variable X is replaced by gas saturation S. In flow sysIntegral finite differences encourages a "physical" tems with spatially variable phase composition, we will view of model building, analogous to assembling a laboin general have different kinds of primary variables in ratory experiment. It provides a very simple conceptual different grid blocks. Our experience has shown variable basis for assigning boundary conditions. A flow system switching to be a very robust and efficient technique for can be viewed as a network of boxes that exchange mass treating phase appearance and disappearance. Because and energy. If temperature is to be held constant at a phase transitions are associated with highly nonlinear bounding surface, all that is required is defining a grid behavior, they often limit attainable time step sizes. block on the "other" side of the surface, with a "small" Equation [14] is solved by Newton-Raphson iteranodal distance, giving it a very large heat capacity (e.g., tion, which is implemented as follows. We introduce an by assigning a very large rock grain density or a very iteration index p and expand the residuals R ,kϩ1 n in Eq. large volume), and assigning it the desired boundary [14] at iteration step p ϩ 1 in a Taylor series in terms temperature. Such a grid block would be treated like of those at index p.
any other block during a flow simulation. Heat and mass fluxes entering or leaving that block will not be able R ,kϩ1
to effect a noticeable change in temperature because of the very large heat capacity. Boundary conditions of
constant pressure (or moisture tension, or solute concentration) can be realized in analogous fashion. No-flow Retaining only terms up to first order, we obtain a set boundaries are modeled in IFD with simplicity itself, by of NEL ϫ NEQ linear equations for the increments simply not including any grid blocks beyond the no-flow
boundary. More general and time-dependent boundary conditions can also be modeled with TOUGH2.
The IFD technique for space discretization has a number of advantages over conventional finite difference discretizations. All geometric quantities are defined loAll terms ‫ץ‬R n /‫ץ‬x i in the Jacobian matrix are evaluated by numerical differentiation to achieve maximum flexically, and the entire geometric information for the flow problem is provided through a list of volumes V n , interbility in the manner in which various terms in the governing equations may depend on the primary thermoface areas A nm , nodal distances D nm , and components g nm of gravity acceleration in the direction of the line ponents of gradients at the interface could be obtained. For example, the Fickian model for hydrodynamic disconnecting the nodal points. There is no need to make reference to a global system of coordinates, and unstrucpersion is anisotropic, and requires the full concentration gradient vector at the interface, not just the normal tured grids may be used. This provides great flexibility when dealing with spatially irregular features. One-, component. For regular grid systems the full gradient can be calculated in a straightforward manner by using two-, and three-dimensional flow systems with regular or irregular grids can all be treated on the same footing.
information from additional neighboring grid blocks Pruess, 1993, 1995) . Similarly, higherMore advanced discretization approaches for fractured and highly heterogeneous media, such as double-porosorder techniques for more accurate representation of advective terms can be easily implemented in structured ity (Barenblatt et al., 1960) , multiple interacting continua (Pruess and Narasimhan, 1985) , and multiregion grids (Oldenburg and Pruess, 2000) . Although orderedpair connections allow the use of unstructured Voronoi models (Gwo et al., 1996) can be implemented simply by appropriate geometric preprocessing. Higher-order grids, we believe that the IFD is far more powerful and flexible than has been realized in implementations to discretization methods, such as nine-point differencing (Yanosik and McCracken, 1979) , can also be realized by date. It should be possible to define "multiblock connections" that, in addition to geometry data of the two grid means of appropriate geometric preprocessing, without any changes in the simulation code (Pruess, 1991b) .
blocks between which flow is occurring, include data of additional neighboring grid blocks to allow an accurate This flexibility comes at no cost to the user because for regular grids referred to a global coordinate system, estimation of the full pressure gradient (and other driving forces) at the interface. These more general connec-IFD is mathematically equivalent to conventional finite differences (Moridis and Pruess, 1992) .
tions should be able to deal with irregular geometric features, such as fault offsets, interfaces that are not Another important advantage of the IFD method is that it facilitates writing readable code. Quantities with perpendicular to nodal lines, and locally refined grids. many indices can be avoided, and variable names used in TOUGH2 correspond closely to the theoretical for-CODE ARCHITECTURE mulation given above.
As introduced in the previous section, the IFD techAs had been mentioned, the governing equations for nique for space discretization is very general but also multiphase, multicomponent flow have the same form, entirely formal, in the sense that it does not provide regardless of the nature and number of fluid compospecific guidance as to how discrete subdomains (grid nents and phases. This suggests to set up a modular blocks) should be defined. The fundamental IFD equaarchitecture in which the main flow and transport modtions (Eq.
[13] and [14] ) are always valid, regardless of ule can interface with different fluid property (or EOS) space discretizations; however, these equations will be modules to be able to model different fluid mixtures practically useful only for such space discretizations for (Fig. 2) . which an approximate evaluation of interface fluxes can
The architecture of TOUGH2 stands in stark contrast be made from volume averages in the grid blocks into current ideas of "object-oriented" programming volved (Eq. [12] ). The IFD technique itself does not (Cao, 2002) . The code is built around two large arrays, offer "intrinsic" means to estimate and minimize space the array X holding all primary thermodynamic varidiscretization errors. For regular grid systems, such erables of all grid blocks at the latest completed time step rors can be estimated from Taylor series expansions as (or at initialization), and the array PAR of "secondary used in conventional finite differences. In more general parameters," which provides all other quantities apcases, physical arguments can be used to judge how well pearing in the governing Eq. [14] that are functions of the pressure gradient driving flux across an interface the primary variables. A TOUGH2 simulation can be can be approximated in terms of average pressures in viewed as a process of sequential operation and updatthe participating grid blocks. In isotropic media, it is ing of arrays X and PAR. the normal component of pressure gradient at an interTwo ancillary arrays are in use. DX holds latest (Newface that drives flow between the two grid blocks. To tonian iteration) increments to X, and DELX holds be able to obtain this normal component from informa-"small" increments of X, typically of order 10 Ϫ8 relative tion for just two grid blocks, it is necessary that the to primary variables, which are used to calculate numeriinterface be perpendicular to the nodal line connecting cal derivatives of all terms in Eq.
[16] with respect to grid block centers. An important type of discretization the primary variables. These arrays need to be available that meets this constraint is (generally unstructured) throughout many of the calculations performed in Voronoi grids, where interfaces are constructed as the TOUGH2. They are placed in COMMON blocks, and perpendicular bisectors of nodal lines.
the action of subprograms is viewed as operating on As currently implemented in the TOUGH codes, a these COMMON blocks. flow connection is an ordered pair of two volume ele-
The current version of TOUGH2 is written in ments. This is very simple and convenient from a user's FORTRAN 77, predating dynamic memory allocation. viewpoint, but it provides only a single component of To achieve convenient scalability (flexibility in adjusting pressure (or other) gradients, along the nodal line. memory allocations to different problem sizes), the There is nothing intrinsic to IFD that would preclude arrays X and PAR, as well as other problem-size dependent arrays, are each placed in a separate labeled COMproviding more geometric information locally, so all com- 
MON block and are given actual dimension only in an
Time scales on which flow processes have been modeled easily modifiable PARAMETER statement in the main range from a fraction of a second to geologic time. program, while they are dimensioned X(1) etc. in subThree-dimensional problems with a few thousand grid routines. The more recent TOUGH2 version 2.0 also blocks are considered modest size with current computuses INCLUDE files to facilitate flexible memory asing platforms. For the nuclear waste storage investigasignments.
tions at Yucca Mountain, the LBNL group is routinely An important design goal has been readability of the running three-dimensional problems with more than code. When reviewing a specific code section or subpro-100 000 grid blocks on PCs. A massively parallel version gram, it should generally be transparent to the user what of TOUGH2 has also been developed and has been is being done, so the code may be easily modified to used for problems with more than 2 million grid blocks suit particular application needs. (Wu et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2003) . Special fluid property modules that are not currently part of the publicly distributed version of TOUGH2 APPLICATIONS include capabilities for supercritical temperatures (BriThe basic mass and energy balance equations solved kowski, 2001), freezing water and hydrate formation by TOUGH2 are very general and apply to a wide (Moridis, 2002) , multiple tracers and colloids (Moridis variety of subsurface flow systems, as well as to other et al., 1999) , and four-phase mixtures of water, liquid natural or synthetic permeable media. As mentioned and gaseous CO 2 , and solid salt (Pruess, 2003) . Modules above, the original stimulus for the development of the for flow of foam and other non-Newtonian fluids have TOUGH codes came from geothermal reservoir engialso been developed. neering, and geothermal applications remain an area of strong activity to this day (Pruess, 1985 (Pruess, , 1998 Finsterle et al., 2003) . TOUGH2 has also been extensively used CONCLUSIONS for studies of nuclear waste isolation in geologic media Some of the basic features and methods of the (Bodvarsson and Tsang, 1999) . Other areas where the TOUGH family of codes were designed 20 years ago TOUGH codes have been applied include environmenand have stood the test of time. But there are also many tal remediation problems, vadose zone hydrology, derecent developments that have greatly expanded the sign and analysis of field and laboratory flow tests, oil simulation capabilities. We can now treat a great variety and gas production and storage, mining engineering, of fluid mixtures, and we can model multiphase fluid chemical processing, industrial drying of porous materiflow and heat transfer processes more comprehensively, als, and geologic disposal of greenhouse gases (Pruess, more accurately, and with greater efficiency. There are 1995 There are , 1998 Finsterle et al., 2003) .
offshoots of TOUGH2 for reactive chemistry and for Most applications of the TOUGH codes are currently geomechanical effects. With the efficient solvers and being run on Unix workstations and on PCs. The spatial preconditioners now available, three-dimensional probscale of flow systems simulated with TOUGH2 ranges from microscopic (Webb and Ho, 1998) technical support are generally modest. We achieve this Gwo, J.P., P.M. Jardine, G.V. Wilson, and G.T. Yeh. 1996 . Using a multiregion model to study the effects of advective and diffusive by releasing codes only after they are thoroughly tested, 
